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Two of Maxim Chumachenko's three cats were killed by "internal hemorrhaging resulting from trauma," a
preliminary diagnosis said. Max Chumachenko / Facebook

Russia’s flagship carrier Aeroflot and Moscow’s Sheremetyevo Airport have come under fire
after two cats were killed and another injured during a New York-Moscow flight.

Maxim Chumachenko and his three cats boarded Aeroflot flight SU10 in New York on Jan. 22,
with a short layover in Moscow before reaching their final destination of Sofia. The cats were
placed in the plane’s cargo hold. 
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Upon boarding his second flight, another passenger told Chumachenko that his cats had been
“thrown” from the plane during cargo unloading, the cats’ owner told the Baza Telegram
channel. He added that he received no clear answers from Aeroflot representatives when he
asked for information about his cats until two mangled pet carriers were presented to him at a

https://baza.io/posts/d2279818-b8b6-4a8a-9fd0-2c83ccc712d1


service desk. The third cat was moved to the second plane without being brought into the
airport.

Chumachenko was allowed to bring the two cats into the plane cabin for his second flight to
Sofia. One of the cats died on the plane, and the other died later on a veterinarian’s table. 

The two cats’ cause of death was determined to be internal hemorrhaging resulting from
trauma. The third cat survived, but was diagnosed with frostbite. 

While Aeroflot later confirmed the cats’ deaths and publicly apologized to Chumachenko, they
maintained that baggage handlers at Sheremetyevo were responsible for the incident. The
airline added that it plans to call for revised pet transport policies and technologies at all
Russian airports.

Chumachenko has said he would seek criminal charges of animal cruelty against those
responsible. 

Related article: Russian Cat Dodges Airline's Weight Limit With Sneaky Switch-Off

This isn’t the first time Aeroflot has sparked backlash over its handling of feline passengers. 

In November, the company sparked criticism from animal lovers after stripping the airline
miles from a passenger who snuck an overweight cat into the cabin as hand luggage. That cat
owner said he did so out of concern that his cat would not survive the trip in the cargo hold. 

Russian Twitter users reacted to the latest incident with outrage:

“Remember that time Aeroflot stripped a guy’s miles for taking his fat cat into the cabin?
Today, while being transported by the same company, two cats died and one was frostbitten.
Aeroflot is a company that hates cats.”

Embed: https://twitter.com/GusevaOlyaa/status/1220725580947238918

“The Fat Cat Protection Fund is reopened. What the f***, Aeroflot?”

Embed: https://twitter.com/PolinaPars/status/1220773159659540482

“When the only tickets left are on Aeroflot — come on doggies, we’re leaving.”

Embed: https://twitter.com/Spellann/status/1221519240475353089

"Can someone please explain to me why Aeroflot prohibits pets on flights? They’re just going
to spend the whole flight in a crate under your chair. And why doesn’t the same rule apply to
children? Under 3 years old they’re much less intelligent than animals...and they behave much
worse."

https://tass.ru/obschestvo/7601701
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/04/29/russian-cat-dodges-airlines-weight-limit-with-sneaky-switch-off
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